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Humanism and the Allure of Antiquity 15th Century Italian Art



-Spread of humanism, political and economic fluctuations, abundance of artistic talent



Filippo Brunelleschi, Sacrifice of Isaac, Italy, 1401-1402 •  Competition for a design for the east doors of the Florence baptisterywool merchant’s guild sponsored- each entrant submitted a relief panel depicting the sacrifice of Isaac •  7 artists selected as semi-finalists. Only 2 panels remain •  French Gothic quatrefoil frame •  Sturdy & vigorous •  Emotional agitation •  Brunelleschi- generally attributed as having invented “true” linear perspective



Donatello, Feast of Herod, Siena Cathedral, Italy, 1425 •  Donatellohumanist enthusiasm for Roman virtue and form •  Depict figures of diverse ages, ranks and human conditions •  Advanced naturalistic illusion and classical idealism in sculpture •  Severed head of John the Baptistoffered to King Herod •  Perspective



Lorenzo Ghiberti, Sacrifice of Isaac, Italy, 1401-1402 •  Competition panel •  Selected as winner •  Emphasized grace and smoothness •  Regarded as 1st truly classicizing nude since antiquity •  Gothic S-curve pose •  Interest in muscular system and skeletal structure •  Rocky landscape- spatial illusionism •  Ghiberti- trained as a painter and goldsmith •  Completed the 28 door panels depicting New Testament themes in 1424



Lorenzo Ghiberti, east doors “Gates of Paradise”, baptistery of Florence Cathedral, Italy, 1425-1452



•  Perspectival illusionism •  Michelangelo later declared “so beautiful that they would do well for the gates of Paradise.” •  2nd set Ghiberti doors for the baptistery •  Reduced number from 28 to 10 panels •  Depicts scenes from the Old Testament
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Lorenzo Ghiberti, Isaac and His Sons, baptistery of Florence Cathedral, Italy, 1425-1452



Nanni Di Banco, Four Crowned Saints, Or San Michele, Italy, 1408-1414 • 



•  Detail of 1 of the 10 panels •  Recalls painting techniques- space and narrative •  Pictorial perspective/ aerial perspective •  Figure style: Gothic patterning of rhythmic line, classical poses, new realism in characterization, movement and surface detail •  Figures gracefully twist and turn •  Collected classical art



Donatello, Saint Mark, Or San Michele, Italy, 1411-1413



•  Incorporation of Classical Greek and Roman principles •  Commissioned by the guild of linen drapers •  Weight shift- depicts motion •  Reintroduced contrapposto •  1st Renaissance figure whose drapery did not conceal but accentuated the movement of the arms, legs, shoulders and hips



Gentile da Fabriano, Adoration of the Magi, altarpiece from Santa Trinita, Italy, 1423 •  Representative of the International Style •  Patron- Palla Strozzi •  Rainbow of color with extensive use of gold •  Style- fundamentally Late Gothic but has bits of radical naturalism •  May be the very first nighttime Nativity with the central light source- Christ Child •  Blended naturalistic and inventive elements



• 



• 



• 



•  •  • 



Or San Michele- early 14th century building- variety of purposes over time (granary, headquarters of guilds, church, Orcagna’s tabernacle) City officials assigned each of the niches to a specific guild for decoration Between 1406-1423 9 vacant niches filled with statues by Donatello, Ghiberti and Nanni di Banco Florentine guild of sculptors, architects and masons commissioned 4 life-size marbe statues of the guild’s martyred patron saints Integrated figures and architectural space on a monumental scale Postures and gestures- relate figures to one another Inspired by Roman portrait statues and Imperial portraits



Donatello, prophet figure, Habbakuk, Florence Cathedral, Italy, 1423-1425



•  5 statues commissioned for the campanile (bell tower) •  Designed for niches 30 feet above the ground •  Realistic and dramatic •  Face- bony, taut, lined •  Individualized •  Awkwardly draped and crumpled mantle (fabric)



Masaccio, Tribute Money, Brancacci Chapel, Italy, 1427



•  •  •  •  •  •  • 



Masaccio- leading innovator in early 15th-century painting (contributed to a new style- died at 27) Narrative from the Gospel of Matthew Continuous narration Psychological and physical credibility Light source- strikes at an angle Use of light “living, real and natural” Atmospheric + linear perspective
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Masaccio, Expulsion of Adam and Eve from Eden, Brancacci Chapel, Italy, 1425



•  Fresco displaying Masaccio’s representational innovations •  Sharply slanted light •  Convincing figure structure, suggests body weight •  Hazy, atmospheric background



Filippo Brunelleschi, dome of Florence Cathedral, Italy, 1420



Masaccio, Holy Trinity, Italy, 1428



•  Embodies two principal Renaissance interests: realism based on observation, Perspective •  Virgin Mary and Saint John •  Portraits of the donorsLorenzo Lenzi and his wife •  Tomb containing a skeleton “I was once what you are, and what I am you will become.” •  Illusionism, perspective •  Tomb projects- chapel recedes



Cutaway view of the dome of the Florence Cathedral



•  Reduced the outward thrust •  Designed relatively thin double shell (first in history) around a skeleton of 24 ribs •  Anchored the structure with a heavy lantern •  •  • 



Brunelleschi- turned to architecture- developed system of geometric linear perspective1st acknowledged Renaissance architect Solved major engineering problem- (140 ft- couldn’t use traditional wooden centering or buttressed walls) Invented most of the machinery necessary for the job- raised the center of the domedesigned it around a pointed arch section



Filippo Brunelleschi, interior of Santo Spirito, Florence, Italy, begun 1436



•  Basilican design + cruciform building •  Centralized effect •  Tranquil atmosphere •  No space for large wall frescoes •  Calculated logic- echos classical buildingsRoman basilicas



Filippo Brunelleschi, early plan of Santo Spirito, Italy



•  Nave is twice as high as it is wide •  Arcade and clerestory = height •  Height of arcade = nave’s width
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Filippo Brunelleschi, façade of Pazi Chapel, Santa Croce, Italy, begun 1440



•  Gift of Pazzi family to the church •  Served as Santa Croce’s chapter home •  Completed after Brunelleschi’s deathexterior probably does not reflect original design •  Behind loggia- first independent Renaissance building



Flippo Brunelleschi, interior of the Pazzi Chapel, Santa Croce, Italy, begun 1440



Filippo Brunelleschi, plan of Pazzi Chapel, Santa Croce, Italy,



•  Conceived basically as a central-plan structure •  Emphasis on central dome-covered space



Michelozzo di Bartolommeo, façade of Palazzo Medici-Riccardi, Italy, 1445



•  Gray stone- pietra serena “serene stone” •  Basic unit •  Balanced, harmonious, proportioned •  Medallions in pendentives- glazed terracotta reliefs representing the four Evangelists- add color



•  Medici family- very wealthy- led to political power •  In the 1430s, power struggle led to Medici’s expulsion for 4 years •  Riccadi family later doubled the façade’s length •  Simple, massive •  Divided into stories of decreasing height •  Unbroken horizontal bands •  Appears progressively lighter as it gets heigher



Michelozzo di Bartolommeo, interior court of the Palazzo Medici-Riccardi, Italy, begun 1445



•  Built around an open colonnaded court •  Round-arched colonnade •  1st of its kind and influenced many later Renaissance domestic architectural buildings



Paolo Uccello, Battle of San Romano, 1455



•  •  •  •  • 



Commissioned by the Medici family 3 wood panels to decorate Lorenzo Medici’s bedroom Focus on Tolentino’s military exploits (a friend of the fam- lead charge against the Sienese) + acknowledged the Medici Mela Medica Interest in perspective and foreshortening
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Andrea del Verrocchio, David, 1465-1470



Donatello, David, late 1420slate 1450s



•  Medici commissioned •  Verrocchio- directed a studio shop that attracted many students (including Leonardo da Vinci) •  Narrative realism •  Study, wiry, young •  “Like a hunter with his kill” •  Thin. Prominent veins



•  Medici commissioned •  For the Palazzo Medici courtyard •  1st freestanding nude sculpture since antiquity •  Reinvented the classical nude •  David- symbol of the independent Florentine republic •  Relaxed classical contrapossto stance



Antonio Pollaiuolo, Battle of the Ten Nudes, 1465



Antonio Pollaiuolo, Hercules and Antaeus,1475 •  Medici commission •  Stress and strain of the human figure in violent action •  Physical conflict •  Greek myth- wrestling match between Antaeus (son of Earth and a giant + Hercules) •  Hercules- represented on Florence’s state seal since the 1200s



Sandro Botticelli, Birth of Venus, 1482



•  •  •  • 



Interest in realistic presentation of human figures in action Very lean and muscular ALL the muscles at maximum tension Preferred parallel hatching- anatomical studies



Sandro Botticelli, Portrait of a Youth, early 1480s



•  Rise in portraiture •  3/4 view- increased information available to viewers •  Subject’s character •  Psychologically expressive •  Master of line •  •  •  •  • 



Medici commissioned Tempera on canvas- depicting famous poem by Angelo Poliziano- one of the leading humanists of the day Zephyrus (west wind) blows Venus to her sacred island, Cyprus Winds move all the figures FEMALE nude- went unchallenged because of the Medici and more accepting people during the Renaissance
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Donatello, Gattamelata (equestrian statue of Erasmo de Narni), Italy, 1445-1450



•  Commission from the Republic of Venice •  Commemorative monument •  Clear reference to antiquity (Marcus Aurelius equestrian statue) •  Force of characterstrength



Andrea del Verrocchio, Bartolommeo Colleoni, Italy, 1483-1488



•  Colleoni requested commemorative statue in his will •  Dominating, aggressive figure •  Prancing stride, arching and curving •  Weight shift •  Exaggerated tautness and bulging muscles



Domenico Ghirlandaio, Birth of the Virgin, Cappella Maggiore, Santa Maria Novella, Italy, 1485-1490



Domenico Ghirlandaio, Giovanna Tornabuoni, 1488



•  Aristocratic young woman- died during childbirth •  Sensitive and beautiful •  Courtly manners + wealth •  Epitaph quotes ancient Roman poet Martial •  •  •  •  • 



Leon Battista Alberti, Palazzo Rucellai, Florence, Italy, 1452-1470 •  1st Renaissance architect to understand Roman architecture in depth •  Ideal proportions- central plan “ideal” form for a Christian church •  Arches supported by piers not columns •  Flat pilasters •  Classical cornice •  Used Roman manner of using different capitals for each story (Tuscan, Composite, Corinthian) •  Façade modeled after Colosseum



Giovanni Tornabuoni commissioned series of frescoes Depict scenes from the lives of the Virgin and Saint John Mary’s mother- Saint Anne- reclines Secularization of sacred themes- depicted wealthy as witnesses and participants Clear spatial relationships, firmly constructed figures and objects, perspective



Leon Battista Alberti, west façade of Santa Maria Novella, Florence, Italy, 1458-1470 • 



• 



•  •  •  • 



Rucellai family commissionedfaçade for 13th century Gothic church Romanesque model- small, pseudoclassical, pediment-capped temple front Height=width Defined areas by proportions Classically derived mathematics Spirals- later appeared in hundreds of church facades
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Fra Angelico, Annunciation, San Marco, Florence, Italy, 1440-1445



•  Angelico’s art focused on serving the Roman Catholic Church •  Illustrated a 13th-century text, The Way of Prayer, Dominican monastery •  Fresco- painted with pristine clarity, simplicity and directness



Fra Filippo Lippi, Madonna and Child with Angels, 1455 •  Friar- multiple misdemeanors- Medici’s intervention on his behalf at the papal court •  Developed linear style that emphasized the contours of his figures- suggest movement •  Fluid line- unifies composition •  All figures reflect the use of live models •  Youth and beauty



Perugino, Christ Delivering the Keys of the Kingdom to Saint Peter, Sistine Chapel, Rome, Italy, 1481-1483 • 



• 



• 



• 



Pope Sixtus IVsummoned a group of artists to decorate the Sistine Chapel Imaginary gathering of 12 apostles and Renaissance contemporaries Archesmodeled after the Arch of Constantineties between Constantine and Saint Peter Organized action



Andrea del Castagno, Last Supper, monastery of Sant’ Apollonia, Florence, Italy, 1447



•  Commissioned to produce a series of frescoes for a religious establishment- convent for Benedictine nuns •  Biblical narrative + interest in perspective •  Perspective inconsistencies



Luca Della Robbia, Madonna and Child, Or San Michele, Florence, Italy 1455-1460 •  Increasing demand for private chapels and shrines •  Produced large quantity of glazed terracotta reliefsinexpensive, durable, decorative- “della Robbia ware” •  Commissioned by a guild- Or San Michele •  Colored •  Distance between observed and observers had vanished



Leon Battista Alberti, west façade of Sant’ Andrea, Mantua, Italy, 1470



•  Gonzaga- wanted to build a city that would be the envy of all of Italy •  Redesigned Sant’Andrea church •  Inspired by two Roman architectural motifs: temple front + triumphal arch •  Concerned with proportion •  Uninterrupted façade pilasters- “colossal” or “giant” order
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Leon Battista Alberti, interior of Sant’Andrea, Italy, 1470



•  Interior pilasters- same height as façade pilasters •  Thick walls alternate with vaulted chapels •  Alberti- criticized traditional basilican plan as impractical



Arch of Augustus, Rimini, Italy, 27 BCE



Leon Battista Alberti, plan of Sant’Andrea, Italy, 1470



•  Single huge hall with independent chapels branching off at right angles-extremely influential in later Renaissance and Baroque church planning



Andrea Mantegna, interior of the Camera degli Sposi (Room of the Newlyweds), Palazzo Ducale, Mantua, Italy, 1474 •  Gonzaga commissioned •  About 9 years to finish the extensive frescoes •  Reveal activities and rhythm of courtly life •  1st completely consistent illusionistic decoration of an entire room •  Compare to murals painted 15 centuries earlier in Pompeii



•  Triumphal arch- pediment over arcuated passageway and engaged columns •  Alberti used as inspiration for his Renaissance architecture



Andrea Mantegna, ceiling of the Camera degli Sposi (Room of the Newlyweds), Palazzo Ducale, Mantua, Italy, 1474



•  Trompe l’oeil (“deceives the eye”) •  1st perspective of a ceiling •  “Viewer becomes the viewed” •  Cupids (sons of Venus) looking down •  Peacock- attribute of Juno, Jupiter’s bride, oversees lawful marriages



Andrea Mantegna, Saint James Led to Martyrdom, Ovetari Chapel, Padua, Italy, 1455



•  Historical authenticity •  Deviations from “true perspective” •  Ignored the 3rd vanishing point •  Inserted strong diagonals
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Andrea Mantegna, Dead Christ, 1501



•  Strong foreshorteni ng •  Tempered naturalism with artistic licensesize of the feet •  Strong depiction of a biblical tragedy



Piero della Francesca, Finding of the True Cross and Proving the the True Cross, San Francesco,Italy, 1455



•  •  •  •  •  • 



Piero della Francesca, Enthroned Madonna and Saints Adored by Federico da Montefeltro, 1472-1474



•  Commissioned by Federico da Montefeltro •  Saint John the Evangelisthis patron saint •  Battista Sforza- his wifedied right before the painting was commissioned •  Ostrich egg- common presence over altars dedicated to Mary •  Artist followed patron’s wishes



Federico da Montefeltro- great patron of the arts Art projected a mathematical mind Wrote the first theoretical treatise on systematic perspective Characteristically architectural compositions Episode from the legend of the True Cross Interest in light and color



Luca Signorelli, Damned Cast into Hell, San Brizo Chapel, Orvieto Cathedral, Italy, 1499-1504



•  Muscular bodies in violent actionvariety of poses and foreshortening s •  1st graphic depiction of hell since GislebertusSaint Lazarearound 1130 •  Terror and rage
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